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Foreword
With the quality of education an increasing focus of
inquiry, educators and members of the general public
are becoming more conscious of the need for compre-
hensive planning and evaluation. This need arises
from the demands which are now being made on
education, and it is becoming increasingly clear that
the resources required to satisfy these demands can-
not be provided unless the greatest care is taken in
their allocation and use.

, The central principle underlying the provincial
assessment programme is that if decisions about
education are to be made changing curriculum,
developing professional programmes, allocating
resources z- these decisions, to be effective, should
be based on an understanding of what our youth are
learning and what their needs are.

This assessment, which has been-termed LAN-
GUAGE B.C., is intended to serve as a pilot for
future assessments. Many procedures have been
attempted in the pilot for the first time on aprovin-
cial scale: public involvement in the consideration of
goals and objectives, sampling techniques employed
in the administration of tests, a detailed examination
of instructional practices and the development of dis-
trict reporting options represent some of the activities
which have been attempted for the first time. Exper-
iences with this agssment have enabled those
persons involve the development of the study to
learn a great deal about the many factors that in-
fluence the implementation of a constructive provin-
cial assessment programme.

This Summary Report and the three more detailed
parts of the main Report were prepared by the Survey
Team which was responsible for the development of
questionnaires and tests and the interpretation of
data. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the work of Dr.
Peter Evanechko and his colleagues at the University
of Victoria who together with"the members of the
Management Committee were most receptive to the
suggestions and advice provided by a number of:
groups and indiiiduals in the province. Special thanks
are due to the members of the Joint Committee on
Evaluation and the Technical Advisory Committee
whose guidance and assistance are most appreciated.
The success of this study also depended on the co-
opeption of educators, citizens and students in every
part of theprovince. Space does not permit personal
recognition of the many tontributors, but to all who
gave of their experience and time, thank you.
Jerry Mussio, Acting Director
Learning Assessment Branch
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Preface
TM main Report of LANGUAGE: RC, an asses;-
ment.of the English Language Arts in the province of
British Columbia, runs to over. 600 pages in three
parts. That Report derives from thousands of pages
of computer print-outs, the results of questionnaires
c9mpleted by over 7,000 teachers and trustees and of
reading and writing tests taken by nearly 40,000
students in Grades 4, 8, and 12. Theyresent docu-
ment summarizes the main Report which is in itself,
however, a digest of a massive amount of in forma-
tion. It would be unfair, then, to use this material as
a finalitatement about LANGUAGE: B.C. without
going bitck td the extensive documentation of the
original Report ,

This summary consists of six sections with appen-
dices. Section 1 gives general. ackground Information
on the LANGUAGE: B.C. project, its aims and
methods. Sections 2-4 summarize the three sections of
the main Report: I. Goals and Objectives; II. Instruc-

t tional Practices; HI. Test Results, Reading and Writ-
ing. Section 3, the "Conclusion", assesses the accom-
plishment of the project, and Section 6 provides a
summary of the recommendations of the Report as
they affect various segments of the educational com-
munity. The appendices provide a guide to the main
Report and a list of the people involved in the pro-
ject. The Survey Team wishes to thank all those who
took part for their co-operation and advice.
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1.
Introduction
For many years, legislators and educators have made
decisions which have affected the course of education
in the province and determined the expenditure of
increasingly large sums of money. To.this date, the
reason for changing educational policy or investing
more money in the school system has often been
equated with koverdrop-out figures, a greater variety

. of course offerings, or other such indicators. The
underlying assumption has been that the quality of
education what students actually learn is some-
how related to such factors.

The lack of information, on a province-wide basis,
describing what is being learned in the schools and
the quality of that learning has become a major con-
cern to many people within the educational system.
In response to this general cdncern, the Department
of Education established a Joint Committee on
Evaluation in the fall of 1974 to advise the Depart-
ment on the development of a long-term assessment..
plan in British Columbia. About the same time, a
team of researchers from the University of Victoria
was retained by the Department to conduct a study
in the English Language Arts. This study was sub-
sequently launched as a survey of the status of the
language arts and as a pilot for future assessment
programmes.

The major objectives of the study were to
I) inform the public about the strengths and weak-

nesses of the English Language Arts;
2) supply curriculum developers with information on

current programmes and needs;
3) provide information to be used in setting priorities

and allocating resources;
4) clarify directions for change in teacher education

and professional development;
S) raise quo's-dons to be examined in depth by educa-

wtional researchers.

Since Many procedures usd in this study wcre
attempted for the first time on a provincial scale,
another important purpose for LANGUAGE B.C.
was that it would serve as a pilot study which would
contribute to the development of future assessments.

The Survey Team identified three Main components
of the study: goals, outcomes, and any discrepancy
between them. The first would identify and appraisc
the desired objectives of the English Language Arts.
The outcomes assessment would survey student
knowledge and skills as related to the perceived goals;
for this purpose, tests In reading at the Grade/Year 4

level and.in composition at the Grade/Year 8 and 12
levels were to be developed by the Survey Team and
teacher consultants. The discrepancy analysis would
attempt to explain any differences between the
desired outcomes and the actual achievement by .
pupils; this analysis would include an examination of
Methodologies and instructional materials being em-
ployed. Eventually these three areas became the three
sections of.* main Report, with some modification
of the "discrepancy analysis" because of the diffi-
culties of assigning specific causes to such differences
as well as the limited nature of the student
assessment.

In May and June of 1975, the first phase of the pro-
ject was conducted by means of a series of question-
naires prepared by the Survey Team and distributed
to teachers and school trustees. In these booklets,
respondents were asked to describe the desirable
learning outcomes of the Language Arts; in addition,
teachers were asked to describe existing instructional
practices employed in their classr000ms. Separate
questionnaires were prepared for the areas of Kinder-
garten and secondary English (grades 8, 11, and 12)
and for four areas of the elementary Language Arts:
reading, oral communication, written language and
literature. In addition, a questionnaik adapted from
the goals section of the teachers' booklets was pre-
pared And mailed to every school trustee in the pro -
vin in an attempt to determine the aims of at least
one segment of the public.

After pilot studies and revisions, the questionnaires
were mailed out to the entire populations of Kinder-
garten and grade 8, 11, and 12 teacheri; a sampling
approach was used at grades 1, 3, and 7, so that each
teacher of language arts was asked to respond to
only one of the four Elementary questionnaires
these results, however, can be taken statistically to
apply to the entire population. Of the 9,038 question.
naires mailed out, 7,315 (81%) were completed and
returned; the response rate at each level Included
Kindergarten, 87%; Grade I, 86%; Grade 3, 84%;
Grade 7, 68%;1 Grade 8, 87%; Grade II, 88%; and.
Grade 12, 900/e. Of the 500 trustees in the province,
228 (46%) returned completed questionnaires.

The Survey Team, aware of the limitations inherent
in gathering information by the questionnaire

I It was thought that the relatively low return rate at Grade 7
could be explained by the fact that many Grade 7 teachers whey
received the Questionnaires were area specialists (for example,
music teachers) who do not. in fact, teach Language Arts.
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method, took precautions to reduce the effect of such
. weaknesses. To avoid thiproblem of insufficient

information, the booklets were made as compre-
hensive as possible by drawing on information from
the pilot studies and from teacher consultants as well

. as from other surveys and the team's own expertise
in various arias; write-in responses by the teachers
and the trustees were also encouraged. To deal with
the problem of inaccurate answers, the Team stressed
the importance of the information as well as the

. maintained anonymity of the respondents. Finally,
the extensive piloting procedures helped to lessen or
eliminate problems of ambiguous interpretations of
statements and questions by respondents.

The second phase of the project-took place over a
period of ten months beginning in April, 1975. Focus-
sing on .the objectives identified by teachers as impor-
tant in the questionnaires, the Survey Team devised
tests that would assess student performance in read-
ing at Grade 4, and in writing at Grades 8 and 12.
After several pilot studies in schools throughout the
province, the tests were administered in January
1976, to 94.1. of Grade 4 students (34,626) in the
province, and to a random sample of 3,696 Grade 8
and Grade 12 students.

.
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A major section of the, uestionnaire consisted of a
list of possible learning outcomes that might be
desirable for students to attain at the end of the
respective grade level. These objectives were identi-
fied from several sources, including Canadian provin-
cial curriculum guides; research and literature in the
field, suggestions and comments from teachers on the
Management Committee and teachers participat-
ing in pilot studies, and the research and conceptuali-
zatiim of members of the Survey Team. Within each
area several major skill categories weriidentified
along with a number of subskills which comprised the t
major category. Teachers were then asked to evaluate '-
the importance of each objective according to a five-
point scale ranging frcim "Essential" to "Of No
Importance". The relative importance of each objec-
tive was to be "in terms of the knowledge, skill and
attitudes that are needed by these students in order to
further their individual development and contribute
to society in general".

In addition to the special categoriei in each area, the
questionnaires contained several common sections
designed to gather information otrthe same points at
each grade level. In one such section, teachers were
asked to evaluate five general areas of Language
Arts/English reading, writing, listening, speak-
ing, literature in terms of their importance at the
respective grade levels. School trustees were asked to
evaluate these areas in terms of their Importance in
adult life. Figure I summarizes the pattern of re-.
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R: Reading
LIS: Listening
W: Writing
LIT: Literature
5: Speaking
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Figure 1: Relative Importance of Each Area of the Language Arts
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I Trustees were asked to rank the live goal areas in terms of their
importance in adult life.

2 Teachers ranked the live goals in terms of the cmpl!t.sis that each
should receive at the respective grade levels.

kindergarten

sponses. Each circle in the figure is divided . ording
to the relative emphasis assigned to each of tho five
areas by teachers and trustees. Whereas the oral skills
oispeaking and listening are reported as most impor-
tant in Kindergarten, there is a clear movement a
toward reading, writing, and literature being viewed
as most important at the senior grades. Emphasis on
the importance of reading is established in Grade I
and continues through to Grade 12, although.speak-
ing and listening skills instruction declines in impor-
tance in secondary programmes. Trustees, as a group,
felt that speaking, reading and listening skills are
most important, followed by writing. The area of
literature was ranked lowest of the five by the
trustees, though it received strong support from
secondary teachers. These responses indicatc a need
for continuing discussion and clarification of fang
uage goals, especially at the secondary level, between
the profession and the public.

The following sub-sections summarize the findings

in each of the individual booklets which examined the
skill areas outlined in Figure 2.

Kindergarten. Teachers felt that the following "affec-
tive" outcomes of the Kindergarten experience were
of major importance: the development of a positive
self-concept which would increase theprobability of
reading success, the making of the transition from
home to school less traumatic, and the possible need
to compensate for envirpnmental differences. They
also saw the major purpose of Kindergarten as the
identification and correction of learning disabilities
and the development of language skills so as to lay a
foundation for the Language Ads apd to improve the
chances of success in the primary grades. Finally,
teachers felt they must provide a foundation for the
Language Arts by developing listening, speaking,
auditory and visual discrimination, and psycho-
motor skills at a basic level.

7 3



I. kindergarten

Attitudes and appreciations
Listening skills
Speaking skills
Visual perception
Motor skills
Auditory perception

4. Liteniture (Elementary)
Understanding Literary Structures
(e.g. identifying the theme, retelling the plot)
Reacting to Literature
(e.g. dramatizing an incident from a story)

Figure 2 Skill areas Surveyed in the Questionnaires

2. Reading (Elementary)

Enjoyment
Selection of suitable materials
Main ideas
Sequence
Reading for detail
Logical reasoning
Visual memory
Context clues
Phonics
Structural analysis
Dictionary usage
Locating information
Applying appropriate reading skills
Organizing information effectively

a

S. Oral Communication (Elementary)

Voice skills
Usage and dialect in speaking
Fluency and precision in speaking
Effect of speaking and listening
lice of speeJh skills
Auditory discrimination
Climprehension in listening
EAduation in listening
Appreciation in listening
Levels and usage in listening
Memory Ill listening

a

3. Written Logan* (Elementary)
Content
Vocabulary
Style
Grammar
Punctuation
Spelling
Handwriting

6. Seecondary English

Ordeal awareness
Writing
Literature
Drama
Pbetry-
PrOSC
Speaking and listening
Reading ,

I
a

Kindergarten teachers also expressed considerable
concern over an increasing tendency for their pro-
grammes to be made watered:down versions of Grade
I rather than unique educational experiences. They
felt that an children of Kindergarten age, regardless .

of maturity level, can benefit from the informal ex-
periences and activities of the Kindergarten year. It
was thought that more co-ordination of the Kinder-
garten and primary grade programmes would result
in a greater underbtancling by all teachers of the ex-
pecpillms upon them as well as a more effective
tradition for the children from one level to another.

Reading (Elementary). In general" the Grade 1
responses indicited that those teachers perhaps have
stronger feelings about the reading programme or
more precise reading goals than Grade 7 teachers.
The overall pattern of response clearly indicates that
the reading programme has markedly differing em-
phases at the thee levels surveyed, according to the
broad categories of comprehension, word identifica-
tion, and locating and using information. The
development of comprehension skills moves from
understanding specifics at the earlier grades to
making inferences and judgements in Grade 7;
teachers at all three grade levels indicated, for

example, that identifying main ideas was important,
but at Grade I the main focus was on the topic of a
picture, at Grade 7 on the topic of a paragraph. A
similar pattern could be seen in the areas of Details
and Reasoning. The authors of the Report suggest,
however,- that such a sequential pattern may not be
completely effective, and that students should per-
haps deal with larger thought units from their earliest
experiences.

r
In the area of Word Identification, teachers at Grades
I and 3 emphasized the importance of phonics, pos-
sibly to such a' xtent that they may be ignoring or
lacking awareness of the problems which can result
from emphasizing this skill at the expense of others.
The Grade 7 responies to Word Identification skills

.whiCh rated all sub-skills as highly important
raised the question as to whgther teachers do indeed
have a balanced approach tateaching such skills, or
whether they are less familiar dtith the formal
methods of reading instruction; further investigation
Is needed to clarify this problem. Grade 7 teachers, on
the other hand, regarded the,outcomes in the area of
Locating and Wing Information as generally the most
important in the total reading programme; the focus
at Grade 7, then, is clearly on reading for information.
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Written Language (Elementary). The ratirig-s of
teachers at all three grade levels with respect to writ-
ten language, showed a consistent emphasis on such
fundamentals as the selection of an appropriate topic,
clear structure, coherence And unity, precision in the
use of words, and the use of conventional punctua-
tion. Legible handwritidg and correct spelling were
also strongly supported by both teachers and trustees,
especially at Grade-7. Grade 1 teachers and, to a
lesser degree, Grade 3 teachers were not prepared to
stress the skills of written language as much as their
Grade 7 colleagues. The judgements at all levels
stressed mechanical writing skills punctuation,
spelling, and handwriting while such skills as
content, style and grammar were generally not rated
as highly,

I

A knowledge of the uses of punctuation was con-
sidered*high importance; indeed, the ability to

. demonstrate the conventional uses of punctuation
was seen as significantly more important than a
knowledge of its structure as based upon intonation

the authors thought that equal emphasis should
be given to both the theoretical and practical study of
punctuation. Spelling, too, was treated in a basic way
with the student's learning to spell a basic list of

.words-rated superior to the development and appli-
cation of spelling principles. In handwriting, legibility
was the most importnnt skill, although speed was the
only suliskill not judged "important" or "essential."

In the other areas of written language, teachers
agreed that logical organization, fluency, and the
selection of an appropriate topic were the most
important elements of content, even more important
than originality. With respect to vocabulary, teachers
felt that precision and variety of word choice were of
crucial importance, andthat vocabulary development
and enrichment were highly necessary goals of an
elementary writing programme, Again, at three
grade levels, teachers considered coherence and unity
to be fundamental goats of elementary school writing,.
although an emphasis on paragraphing quite
naturally increased according to grade level. In
matters of grammar, teachers gave major importance
to clear structure, but failed to perceive the impqr-
tance of density of meaning the Ilse of language

"forms and structures packed with information
which, from adevelopmental point of view, is an
excellent measure of maturity of writing. in general,
these results suggest that elementary teachers may be
more concerned with matters.of form and appearance

, in writing than with content.

4
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Literature (Elementary), All respondents perceived
literature as a topic of importance in a language arts
curriculum, although in general, teachers did not
favor the formal analysis of literature, liven ut Grade
7, where an increasing interest in analytical proced-
ures was evident, the numbir of procedures endorsed
seemed quite limited. Primary teachers perceived the
development of a love of literature as prime goal,
whereas intermediate teachers tended-Wstress the
development of reading proficiency. Teachers
generally preferred to see a literature programme that
involves primarily oral activities, such as describing a
character. The relative lack of emphasis on tinting as
a means of reacting to literature in the early grades,
where-writing Itself is not as important, is predict-
able, but the idea that dramatic and artistiC expres-
sion are valid means of communication in Grade 1
but less so. in Grade 7 may be worthy of further
study.

Grade 7 teachers seem to hold a somewhat more
utilitarian view of a literature programme than do the
primary teachers, in that they endorse to a signifi-
cantly greater degree the idea that a successful student
become a proficient reader and become more
informed about the world around him; conversely,
they are significantly lesi positive regarding such out:
comes as becoming more imaginative or developing
a love of literature. Teachers at all grade levels,
however, stressed that the prime goal of a literature
programme should be one of enjoyment and of
fostering a positive attitude toward reading. Trustees'
responses generally coincide with those of the
teachers in that both appreciation of literature and
some analysis are endorsed; however, the relatively
lower ratings given to expressive abilities related to
literature suggest that the" ;Indents to know
about it and enjoy it, but .ess .ncerned with
whether the students can express their ideas about it.
They ranked the development of literature skills be-
tween "important" and "of moderate importance",
akhough they dienot.-see the area as being as impor-
tint as reading, writing, listening or speaking..
ObiCommunication (Elementary). On the whole,
there was a remarkable degree of agreement an
the teachers of all three grades as to the importance
of oral communication skills; where variation occur-
red, it was in the more complex skill areai such as
the devel4Pment of types and levels of speaking skills

where more complex skills were rated more highly
at higher grade levels: In-tiii area of speaking,
teachers appeared to perceive the development of

9. 5
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voice skills in somewhat supefficial terms by empha-
sizing enunciation rather than the more complex skills
of voice and speech characteristics. Reactions to
matters of usage in speaking suggested that accuracy
is more important than richness and variation in ex-
pression. Fluency and precision in speaking were
highly regarded by all respondents while the need to
develop%Variation in types and levels of speaking was
relatively poorly regarded, especially by primary
teachers. In considering the effects of speaking and
listening behaviour, teachers focussed on the impor-
tans of verbal language as opposed to the influence
of nOt-verbal messages. Evaluation and application
of speech skills were given a comparatively low
priority, so it appears that skill application may not
be perceived as being as important as skill develop-
ment.

In the area of listening, teachers at the primary level
-welt highly concerned with the development of
simple discrimination of speech sounds while teachers
at higher levels saw lesser need for such skills and
more for broader listening skills concerned with
comprehension of spoken messages. The responses
in the general area of listening comprehension skills
suggests that teachers feel that these skills- develop in
spite of the lack of a formal programme. Trustees
rated all speaking and listening skills highly, with
simple, more conventional and informal goals being
;rated more important than the more complex and
formal objectives; a major difference between trus-

'lees and teacheis occurred with regard to auditory
discrimination (understanding and using different
sound patterns and adjusting one's listening to the
speaker), valued as highly important by teachers but

, rated as of least importance by trustees. In general,
the objectives of speaking and listening were ranked

although the results also suggested that teachers
and trustees may not have a very clear knowledr4 of
some of the more complex skills necessary to thb
area.

. 'Secondary. Teachers In Grades 8, 11, and 12 re-
sponded to lists of objectives in eight major areas

% . covering secondary school English, rating most ofs them either "essential", "important" or "of
moderate importance". Generally, too, there was
little variation among the responses at the three grade
levels. The fostering of critical awareness (as, for
example, recognizing the techniques of logical argu-
ment and Perstiasiop) was deemed an important part
of the curriculum, with students being given general
expos re at the earlier grades. Teachers also agreed
on th importance of basic skills in rcaeg, listening,

, .
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and speaking, especially those most useful to the ,

"classroom experience" (such as following direc-
tions, and formulating and responding toopestions),
although emphasis on formal practiceili olal work
seemed somewhat less at the senior levels.

Writing and literature form the staples of the secon-
dary programme, and theteachers were clear in their
priorities for these areas. The emphad in writing was
planed on clarity of expression clear communica-
tion rather than on formal grammar; as in the
elementary teachers' responses, the secondary
teachers perhaps stressed clarity even over content,
since creativity and originality of ideas were not
rated as highly as those elements of writing dealing
with clarity. Teachers also agreed on the importance
of literature in the English programme. The goal of
relating literature to the student's own experience was
considered most important, while formal critical
analysis was not stressed as heavily, although more
sophisticated critical and analytital skills were
deemed more important in the higher grades. Instruc-
tion in drama and oral work in 'ligature received the
lowest ratings from Grade 8 and theGrade 11-12
teachers, respectively. Teachers, while indicating their
favorable response to the teaching of literature, may,
however, be giving lower priority than desirable to
goals whichkelp to broaden their students' exper-
iences and to involve them more fully in literature.

Trustees' responses tended to emphasize the basic
skills of speaking, reading, listening, and writing
without much discrimination between these and more
specialized abilities most of the basic skills were
rated as "essential" or "important" by a large per-
centage of respondents; teachers tendetto show more
discrimination among various skills and subskills. A
lesser concern of the trustees for the study of litera-
ture suggests some confusion between the two groups
over appropriate aims, such that it might be neces-
sary for the teaching profession to clarify its belief'
in the importance of the study of literature. That the
teachers did agree among themselves on the impor-
tance of most of the objectives listed, and that they
did discriminate between degrees ofhigh importance,
suggests their considerable concern for the teaching
of English. However, the remarkable agreement over
the value of these objectives in all three grade levels
also suggests, especially in dealing with literature,
that perhapsmore distinction should be'made
between the objectives at various levels; it would seem
that the more complex and sophisticated skills of .

critical or stylistic analysis which might be appro-

1 0
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priate at the higher grades may not bereceiving that
emphasis. Moreover, the consistent emphasis on
relating literature to personal experience may lead to
the exclusion or demphasis of other literary ap-
prOacha which might equally4Chieve the desired aim
of fostering the student's enjoyment of literature.

Conclusion. Over 300 specific desirable objectives for
Language Arts/English programmes were identified,
and evaluated by teachers at seven grade levels and by
trustees. Although most of the goals were rated as at
least "important", the Survey Team had designed the
scale in degrees of importance so that fine discrimina-
tions could be made. What emerges, then, is a picture
of what teachers at these various levels feel are their
instructional Priorities and, by extension, of their
approaches to teaching various elements of Language
Arts/English. In addition to providing an insight into
the goals which teachereand trustees feel are impor-
tant, the responses to the list of objectives should be
of value to curriculum developers in establishing
priorities and goals at various levels. The re-statement
of such goals also should provide teachers themselves
witii the opportunity tote-evaluate their individual
objectives and methods, At any rate, - educators and
the public should examine at both local and pro-
vincial levels thettationak for their respective
emphases.
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While the ranking of objectives can tell much about
how a programme is being carried out,*a more ob-
vious method is to ask directly about the method-
ology in use; the bulk of the teacher questionnaires
was devoted to such questions as teacher background
and training, organization of the programme, texts
and instructional materials employed, methods of
evaluation, and the specificctivides carried on in
the classrooms. Again, instructional practices were
identified from several sources, including provincial
curriculum guides, research, the expertise of team
members, and advice'from teachers. Teachers were
asked to respond to questions usually according to'an
"Essential" to "Of No Importance" icale or, in the
case of classroom activities, by providing factual
answers or subjective opinions on given statements
oficerning English/Language Arts teaching.

.Much significant information came out of the section
in which teachers provided details of their training
and their feelings about general elements of Language
Arts/English programmes.2 At the elementary level,
for instance, there appeared to be considerable gaps
in training: 23% of the teachers were withotit
training in the Langitage Arts, 34% without training
in English Literature, 40 %6 without training in
Reading. The elementary teacher's need to be a

2 It must be emphasized here, as well as throughout this report,
that the responses indicate only a general picture of what
teachers think and do, one that does not apply to individual
persons or situations.
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generalist, required to teach in all areas daily, was
recognized, but it still seems that considerably more
attention must be given at pre-service and in-service
levels to the development of an adequate academic
base for Elementary Language Arts teachers. In other,
findings in this section, elementary teachers indicated

that they attend several workshops during the war,
although they did not, on the average, seem to belong
to many professional organizations. Class sizes were a
major concern since teachers felt that the reduction
of class size was the most needed improvement;
classes of 20 or4ess, which lend themselves most ,

readily to techniques of individualization, amounted
to only 17% of those surveyetf. Apparently, then, a
considerable number of large classes, containing
pupils of very diverse levels of ability, are taught
primarily by whole-class instructional methods; fur-
ther investigation should be carried out to determine
exactly.how inhibiting a Tactor on effective teaching
such situations rye. There was little indication of
support for or actual implementation of department-
alized instruction that is, separate instruction of
'subjects or subject 'subdiy;isions although this form
of organization, the method of secondary instruc-

tion, would be the prime experience of the student
after tering the elementary school. Some con-
sideratOn may have to be given to integration in the
early stages of secondary educationor departmentali-
zation in the late stages of elementary schooling in
order to facilitate, a smoother transfer of students
from elementary to secondary schooling. Finally, .

elementary teachers listed their main difficulties as
excessive class size, lack of time for preparation and
consultation, inadequate or inappropriate teacher
education, unsuitable textbooks and lack of support
and guidance in the carrying out of the programme.

Similar kinds of results were evident in the general
information section of the Secondary questionnaire.
Classes generally number in the upper twenties, are
held Mostly in selfecontained classrooms, and contain
homogeneous groupings of students; usually, some
100 to 140 hours annually are allotted to English
iiistruction. Audio-visual and other supplementary
equipment seeps generally mailable, and individual
teaeheri appear gave considerable control over the
texts and the natilkof the English.programme. As a
whole, secondary English teachers, do not belong to a
large number of professional organizations, nor do
they attend a.great number a conferences or ivork-
shops. Almost half of the secondary` teachers sur-
veyed, however, indicated that thcy were myribers of
the B.C. English Teachers' Association, an affiliation
which should make that.organizatidn -a useful means

,

8
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of communicating information on English pro-i
grammes.and ideas to secondary teachers. However,
despite the high number of teachers with professional
certificates, some important gaps in training appear,
especially at the Grade 8 level. Grade 8 teachers, in
general, have less experience and less training,
whereas they also have larger classes and a heavier
student load; moreover, a higher percentage of Grade
8 teachers have only one or two English classes com-
pared tda greater percentage of full -time English
teacherSin the senior grades. Almost 58% of Grade 8
English teachers have less than six years',experience,
and more than a third reported no training in com-
position ye.t this is the level tit which the bublic
might expect advanced training in composition to
begin. Many Grade 8 teachers commentee, as well,
that they were teaching English reluctantly, having
been directed to the job or having very limited
experience.

The other major area of concern is with reading.
Format reading instruction (as well as formal instruo,
tion in speaking and listening) does not make up,a
large part of the secondary tanguag,. programnie,
even though many teachers feel that reading ability
should possibly determine class make-up and even
promotion. All teachers considered reading skills as
among the primary aims of the cdrent programme,
and they also suggested that only specially trained
reading teachers should Ao remedial work. Yet only
about one-quartscof the secondary English teachers
have had university training in reading, and only one-.
half that number have had remedial reading training,)
These facts suggest that secondary English teachers,
especially those of-Grade 8, are not being given the
help or the training to carry out the job they are
expected to do,

The following sections summarize the findings ?f the
six individual questionnaire booklets.

Kindergarten. The questionnaire indicates that the
typical Kindergarten class is a heterogeneous group of
fewer than 25 children assigned to a self-contained .

classroom under the guidance of one teacher; there °

are occasional instances of multi..se groupings, but
most teachers oppose this structure on the grounds
that it inhibits the nknevenent of the unique goals of
the Kindergarten programme. These goals, in fact,
seem to be supported by the methods used in the
classrooms. Activities which stress free individdal
play and involvement with a variety of materials and
equipment were preferred over structured lessons in .

specific skills. Total class participation in literature,
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music, painting, and movement education was also
emphasized. The importance of developing readiness
for beginning readingin Kindergarten, not seen as an
important objective in Part I, appears to be accepted'
to some degree in practice, although most of the
.teachers felt that the Kindergarten year should not
assume the tasks of the first grade. Teachers of this
level also emphatkally rejected the use of any form of
evaluation other than informal observation.

Teachers expressed concern over the size of the
classes, the need for more equipment and space, the
clarification of the goals of the Kindergarten in the
total school programme, and greater access to in-
service education as ways in which the programme
could be improved. While thire was a great desire
to keep the Kindergarten programme independent,
there was also a feeling that the class and its teacher
have often been too isolated from the rest of the
Elementary school. The desire for clarification of
goals and for more specific direction suggests the
need to make the Kindergarten experience an inde-
pendent but necessaryfrand co-ordinated part of the
-elementary school eapgiience. The emphasis on in-
'service training, too, is derived from the feeling of
inadequate preparation and perhaps lack of exper--
ience. In this area, especially, figures on training
were revealing: 38% of the teachers have had no
courses in Kindergarten Education, 35% have no
courses in Lanrivage Arts, 46% have none in
Children's Literliture, and 50% have none in
'Reading_

Reading (Elementary). The4mount of time devoted
to reading instruction decreases over the grades. The
proportion of reading time devoted to word-recogni-
tion also decreases, meaning that the amount of
word-recognition drill timeis reduced considerably.
In fact, the word-recognitiod programme changes
from a reading to ai spellinremphasis through the
elementary grades. The methods used to teach read-
ing, however, remain uniform except that oral read-
ing and sight word drill decline in importance whereas
reference reading and Written book reports increase
in importance. Primary teachers make extensive use

f the Readirr Series guidebooks, as well as library
s, teach made materials, and (in grades one

and t asal Reading-series. Few schools and/or
districts, however, seem to have des/eloped spetific
reading curricula, and teachers expressed: the desire
to have a more carefully sequenced reading pro-
gramme that would allow a greater number of choices
and quantity of materials. They also stressed the
need for more appropriate training, background by

indicating a lack of usefulness in the university
courses taken.

In methodology, teachers indicated that questioning
is the strategy used most often for mastery and appli-
cation of reading skills; since there is some evidence
to indicate that the of questioning may be related
to pupils' thinking, in-service training should perhaps
devote time to improving questioning methods. Other
suggestions about methods of teaching reading
included the increased use of non-consumable
teacher-prepared materials, to ease the subsequent
preparation burden of teachers, and increased use of
self-checking or peer-corrected activities; to ease the
marking burden. Teachers indicated that they most
often checked pupils' work the same day, often the
same period; they felt that day-to-day performance
and teacher observation were the most important
evaluation techniques. It was found that students
generally can read library books which they choose,
but often have some difficulty with materials from
other areas; mathematics texts seemed easier for
students than otlier subject texts, possibly because of
the emphasis on mathematics in the elementary pro-
grammeBy and large, teachers tend to organize.___ .
their reading programmes so they_ can provide extra
help for students' aving difficulty; however, since
students may become permanently grouped on the
basis of reading achievement, a possibly harmful
situation, such organization should be closely moni-
tored. In all, the findings are consistent with the idea
that pupils learn to read during the primary grades
and read to learn for the remainder of school; also,
once word recognition skills are mastered in primary
levels, relatively little instruction iitieeded to main-
tain them during later school years: however, the
need for specific reading programmes seems
apparent, especially in the sipper levels.

Written Language (Elementary). The average amount
of time allocated to written language, spelling, and
handwriting suggests adeqUate treatment. Integrated
instruction of Grade 1 made the questlohlkaire diffi-
cult for teachers at that level to complete, but
responses indicated that the majority of teachers of
Grades 3 and 7 use separate class periods for spelling
and handwriting. In ranking the existing goals (as
opposed to "ideal" goals), teachers continued to
stress the improvement of basicskills; they offered
strong support for simple, concise, and correct
writing. Teachers would like to improve their teach-
ing in basic areas vocabulary, grammar, and
punctuation if the time and the resources were at

-hand. In general, teachers in Grade 7 use texts and
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commercially prepared materials more than teachers
at other levels; the sources of the curriculum in writ-
ten language seem to be largely the B.C. Language
Arts Curriculum Guide (1968) and the various text
books available for use in the classroom. Tiacher-
oriented methods of evaluation, such as marking and
eonference work, seem to have priority (especially in
the upper grades) over pupil-directed activities. In
describing factors-which inhibit the teaching of writ.
ten language skills, teachers were critical of the
current curriculum guide, of their pre-service train-
ing, of in service teacher education, and of the texts
and materials available for work in composition.

Literature (Elementary). teachers reported that they
pursue, in general, a planned but flexible literature
programme, including reading aloud to their classes
at least three or four times a week. Libraries were
reported as having collections of books which have
adequate ranges of interest and difficulty, although
little attention seemed to be given to making the
library (through the use of comfortable furnishings or
motivational displays) an inviting or stimulating place
to be in. In evaluating classroom texts, teachers felt

of the six prescribed novels at the Grade 7
level, three wereitsi-divithicifficsuccess-; However,
the sole Canadian novel on the list received the
lowest rating of acceptance; several teachers also
pointed out the sexist overtones in many books avail-

, able, noting that only one book on the Grade 7 list
has 'female Characters in central roles, whereas the
remaining five titles all have a male as the central

, figure. Some action in revising the list of prescribed
books seems warranted.

Teachers reported that.iheir major resources for
", literature study derive from personal experience,

school libraries, and their colleagues; relatively little
support was given to the provincial curriculum
guides, B.C.T.F. lesson aids, district instructional
material centres, and school broadcasts. Teachers felt
that theif training was perhaps better in this area than

., in-some of the other areas surveyed, but thought
`there was still considerable room for improvement in
pre-service and in-service training. Some diversity of
opinion occurred when they were asked about the
outcomes of their present programme (as opposed to
an ideal one): none of the options listed was fully
endoried by a majority of teachers at all grade levels.
Relatively speaking, the teachers favored the ideas
that children should become familiar with a wide
variety of literature should meet literature that will
help in the development of reading and other cogni-
tive skills and should develop the ability to become ..

10

discriminating readers. Yu), few teachers at anylevel
believed that terature should be.used to develop an
appreciati of cultural heritage. In dealing with
activities r ated tofiterature, primary teachers.tend-
ed to favor artistic modes of response Illustrating
and responding verbally to stories while Grade 7
teachers showed a tendency to stress the demonstra-
tion of literal understanding: The preferred form of
evaluation was again informal observation and parti-
cipation in discussion; primary teachers, especiall,
appeared to make a distinction between a student's
oral behaviour in making a book report and his parti-
cipation insliscussion, in that the former activity is
used significantly less frequently as a basis for evalua-
tion than the latter. The means of improving the
elementary literature programme which seemed to
receive perhaps more approval than ,the other areas
surveyed was that of increasing the amount of read-
ing material available.

Oral Communication (Elementary). Teachers saw.the
total Oral Communication programme as falling
between "important" and "essential" on the prefer-
ence scale, aft hotigh specific skills were often ranked
less than "important ". Those learning activities in
Oral Communication integrated with other curri-
culum areas were given highest priority as yiefetliose-7---- ---
based on children's experiences. Generally; however,
teachers saw relatively little need for follow-up activi-
ties to provide practice and.application of skills in
Oral Communication; this result suggests that they
prefer a highly informal apprOach to skill develop-
ment, along with the desire for an integrated ap-
proach to the subject. The most popular sources of
the curriculum were the teacher's own experiences
and ideas from colleagu4, whi academic training

and curriculum guides hid relatively lessinfluence. '

This evidence indicates the impor nce of local curri-
culum development, since the area erives chiefly
from the experiences of both teacher and children,
not just books or courses.

There appears to be a strong need for development or
provision of instructional materials. designed to build
'oral communication skills as part of a total language
programme. Commercially prepared materials
apparently receive frequent use, and this practice
reveals a needfoi prepared programmes and suggests
a need for identification and authorization of suitable
materials by provincial curriculum committees.
Teachers' written comments, on the whole, paralleled
the opinions expressed in their objective responses.
The integrated approach to developing Speaking and
Listening skills was strongly supported, as was the

14



need for modification of the curriculum either locally
or provincially. The development of more carefully
sequenced curriculum guides, with fully detailed
instructional activities, was seen as a good means of
imptoving the quality of instruction in this area.
Likewise, in pre-service training, teachers indicated a
need for more and better courses deaf t; specifically
with Oral Commimication.

It does seem evident that while the overall goals and
objectives are of great importance to the teachers,
the more specific skills are of less importance.
Teacher comments revealed a variety of largely
informal learning activities such as story telling
and discussion being employed in preference to
formal and structured skill development activities.
The generally higher rankings given to listening skills
as a whole suggests that teachers feel a greater need to
develop receptive skills rather than expressive ones; it
would appear appropriate to make teachers aware Of
the reciprocal nature of speaking and listening and'of
the Fed to have skills in each developed jointly.

While teachers, then, reported' a high preference for
.,, all oral skills, they appeated to believe that their

application, should be practiced through a limited
numberofbehavioursrlargely-in form alrconve al

and unstructured. These findings suggest that t
ers may not be knowledgeable of other more struc-
tured techniques which enable children to practice
their developing oral skills. Because formal pro-
grammes in oral communication are so limited, so are
good quality and valid resources in evaluation. Since
not all pupils were seen as performing at appropriate
levels of speaking and, especially, listening, teachers
appeared, however, to itccept-the need for a struc-
tured developmental programme in Oral Com-
munication.

Second*. English teaching methods at the-secon-
dary level showed considerable variety of approach,
although methods involving oral work were reported
as being used less frequently,_a resultcorroborating
the opinions of teachers in Section 2 of this report
that oral responses to literature are of less impor-
tance. Too, formal work in reading and listening, as
well as in speaking, tended to rank toward the bottom
of the most frequent activities even though reading
was ranked among the most important activities.
Reading instruction, especially, appears to be a by-
product of work in imaginative literature and non-
fiction (which itself seemed neglected at all levels),
rather than an area of specific focus demanding its

s s,
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own materials and methodologies. Non-fiction
seems somewhat neglected, perhaps because it may be
used more as a stimulus to the writing of composi-
tions than as an aspect of literature worthy of study
in itself, perhaps also due to a lack of high quality
material. Also ranking near the bottom end of the
scale was the method of _involving students with
literature through visits to live performances; since
such a technique would depend upon the location of
the school, among other factor's, the low'rating is not
surprising but the importance of having student's
reactto live performances (such as dramas and poetry
readings), suggest that opportunities should be made
available not only for the students to travel but for
the arts to come to the schools. In methods of evalua-
tion, teachers agreed with their colleagues in the
elementary schools that those methods which give the
teacher the major responsibility for determining their
students' abilities are to be preferred. Many teachers
felt that standardized tests Might provide reasonably
accurate assessments of stuaint work, but agreed that
the major type of evaluation should involve teacher
observation and tettioher-made tests.

A large part of the secondary questionnaire was
designed to gather opinion on the prescribed texts and
curricaum guides now in use: fie responses in -
eating successful and unsuccessful use of specific texts
should provide useful information to curriculum
revision committees as,well as to new or inexper-
ienced teachers. The majordemand at all three grade
levels was fpr good texts forAvriting and language;
teachers at the senipr levels, especiallyt ewe high
priority to the need for textbooks more suited to
instructional needs. There was considerable diver
gence of opinion over the effectivenekOrthe literaiy
texts: some were regarded very favorably, but several
were unused. Moreover, it appears that the actual
range of texts-is somewhat limited, both in content
and style; indeed, many orthemost popular novels,
for instance, tend toward the first-person or confes-
sional kind of fiction, which, although they would
facilitate.the goal-of relating literature to the stu-
dent's own experience and environment, may not
develop the great range of possibilities inherent in
reading for enjoyment.

Like teaches at other levels, the secondary respon-
dents had little praise for the curriculum guides.
These could, however, be an important in-service tool
given the fact that they are widely distributed and
read. The teachers gave a relatively high rating to the
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listing of objectives in the guides a response sug-
gestive of their own discrimination reported in
Section 2 but indicated a desire for more specific
suggesticins about methods of attaining those objec-

, tives;,how to teach, not what to teach for. Such
. revisions, which might welt include space devoted to

giving more details about prescribed texts, were
among the suggestions teachers made concerning

'improvement of the programme. Other suggestions
follow the pattetns of the elementarY levels: reduction
of class size and more time for preparation and
grading. Teachers were also dissatisifed with their
pre-service training, although there was no break-
down as to when that training occurred. It seems evi-
dent that the university training programme should

_ -- be reviewed, and that any changes should certainly
include specific training in reading, speaking, writing,
and listening skills instruction.

Conclusion.
This section of the Report suggests that B.C. teachers
use a wide variety otmethods in the teaching of
Language Arts/English, and that these methods
generally relate to what ithe teachers see as the major
objectives of the programme. The information also
.provides an indication of what is going on in the

classrooms,-in-ageneraLway,oLco_urse,..ant.Lshould
provide assistance to curriculum developers'as well as

-to teachersthemselves as they seek ways to make their
teaching more varied and effective. The evaluation of
materials, including provincial curriculum guides,
shOuld also be of considerable use in revising pre-
sciibed text lists and-the.guides themselves; the lack
of effective language texts and materials at almost all
levels is perhaps the most evident weakness in current
programmes. The results, too, of the general back-
ground survey,* well as the, dissatisfaction expressed
by the teachers themselves, with regard to pre-service
university training which shows apparent inade-
quacies and unhappiness at all levels requires that,
universities should continue to re-evaluate their pro-
grammes to ensure that prospective teachers not only

----- -receive appropriate training in.thi content and
methods of their specialized fields, but that they have
an adequate background in basic skills instruction:
reading, writing, speaking, and listening.
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Test Results
The second phase of LANGUAGE: B.C. was con-
ducted in 3anuary 1976: a study of pupil perform-
ance in selected areas of the Linguage Ads Pro.
gramme. Financial limitations meant that only certain

_ parts of the programme could be surveyed, although
like the entire LANGUAGE: B.C. project, the assess-
ment would serve as a pilot for more extensive sur-
veys. The areas chosen were reading at Grade/Year
4 and composition at Grades/Years 8 and 12, so as
to-focus on a transition year in the elementary exper-
ience and on writing at the end of the elementary and
secondary programmes. Plans are now underway to
assess reading in Grades 8 and 12 during the 1976-77
school year. Basing questions on the important objec-
tives identified in the questionnaire, the Survey Team,
in collaboration with the Management Committee,
deSigned tests to be administered in the schools by
classroom teachers. The composition test was admini-
stered to a provincial sample of grade 8 and 12 stu-
dents whereas virtually every grade 4 student n the
province participated in the reading assessment., Each
school district was given the opportunity to request a
summaryl.of the grade 4 reading scores for the dis-
trict; in view of the sampling procedures used in
grades 8 nd 12, only provincewide composition
results , ere to be reported. The results were then
analyzed and compared with responses to the clues- 4

tionnaire-about-goals-andinstructional grafi-cal in
addition, throtigh use of background information
provided by students, an attempt was made to
Identify whir variables which might affict student
performance in these areas. The following discussion
summarizes Part III of the main Report, provincial
test results in reading and composition.

'READING: GRADE/YEAB 4
Drawing-on the Grade 3 teachers' responses to in-
structional goals, especially those reading goals and
objectives rated as essential, important, or of moder-
ate importance for pupils completing Year 3, the
Survey Team and -the Management Committee co-
operated in the selection and development,of suitable
test items for the reading assessment. Several test

--item bankrwere-eilaminedTincludirig the-U.S.
Nationil Assessment of Educational Progress, the
Instructional Objectives Exchange, and the Objectives
and Items Co-operative. Items selected from these
sources were appropriately riodified and in those .

areas where items were unavailable, new test items
were developed by the Survey Team and teacher
consultants.

hems were grouped into two test booklets to reduce
the ;mount of test time tequired for each pupil; -trial

studies conducted in classrooms in Vidoria and
Prince Rupert provided useful revisions befole the
final booklets were printed. The reading test was
based on three domains, or general categories used
for grouping related objectives: Word Identification,
Comprehension of Prose Materials, and Compre-
hension of Functional Materials. Each of these do-
mains was specified by a number of objectives
(specific learning outcomes). Finally, each objective
was ineastred-by a number of test items distributed
between the two test booklets. In 3anuary, 1976; each
Grade/Year 4 pupil in B.C. completed one of the two
booklets. Classroom teachers conducted all phases of
the test. Ninety minutes were allocated for alt actviti-
ties, including 40 minutes for completion of the test
itself in most cases, however, less than one-half
that time was required. A total of 34,626 children
were involved 94% of the entire population in
B.t. at that level.

All tests were returned to the B.C. Department of
Education Learning Assessment Branch for scoring.
No attempt.was made to compare B.C. students with
students living elsewhere or at another time, because
of insufficient data. Instead, the problem was to
determine how well children could perform on a
representative set of reading tasks and then-consider
wheth-erth-tirperfamintt-i-f-a-ad-p-tabia-O-iiii-fribert
of the profession and the public. Accordingly, in
early May, 1976, an interpretive panel of individuals
met in Kamloops to review the resultof the reading
assessment.3 This group of nine experienced teachers,
a professor of reading education., and a parent was
provided with outlines of the assessment project'and
asked to define a satisfactory or acceptable range of
performance for each objective. Before seeing any
test results, the panel considered the test questions
that were used to measure each objective and then
determined the range of performance that they would
find acceptable for the objective. If, for example, a
range of 75.90% correct was defined as acceptable,
then a score of less than 75% would be indicatiVe of a
weakness and the to caber woukLtake_airrectisr
action with any student correctly answering fewer
than 75% of the questions. A score of above 90%, on
the other hand, would represent a definite strength

S

3 It is important to note several limitations of the use of such a
panel. Most important among tWese are the subjective nature of
the opinions. the lack of representativeness of the group, and the
illusion of precision created by assigning whimsical values to the

,,ranges of acceptable performance. The comparison between
actual results and these intervals must be viewed with caution, '
since another group might interpret the data differently.
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TABLE 1

1976 PROVINCIAL READING ASSESSMENT

PERFORMANCE OF GRADE/YEAR FOUR STUDENTS

Kcy: .

DomninPerformance
Objective Performance r I

Range of Satisfactory Performance
as defined by panel

c Average ScoreA
( %a correct) u

DOMAIN 1 WORD IDENTIFICATION 73.0
Objective

14

21 40 60 130 100

Recognizing high frequency words 98.5 I 11

Using Phonic skills (e.g. words that thyme,
. I Jvowel sounds) 74.6 I 1

Using structural analysis (e.g. prefixes,
it

..,1

suffixes, root words) . ' .

Using context to determine meaning of a
word in a sentence '

61.0

- 44. I

I . 1=
P...-711r . -

Using a dictionary (e.g. knowledge of alp-ha-0
betical order; guide words) 56.9 I

1 1= I
DOMA1N2 COMPREHENSION 00PROSE , .

MATERIALS 69.0
Objective

Identifying main idea in a paragraph

Identifying important detail,

Determining sequence of events

, Applying logical reasoning skills .
. Determining the purpose for reading a,'
passage f 61.2: I

DOMAIN 3 COMPREHENSION CiF
FUNCTIONAL MATERIALS 70.8

ect ve
Locating information (e.g. using tables of
contents)

72.8

73.9 .

'67.1.
a

70.2

I

tboderstanding signs 81.5 Fri
Understanding roadsmaps 59.8

Understanding prodiict labels

Understanding arithmetic story problems

4S

V'

L

65.5 1
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in that Skill area. When consenus had been reached
on all of the objectives in a particular domain, the
actual provincial results were distributed to the panel
and compared with the defined ranges of acceptable
performance. Separate district reports on the reading
test have been sent upon request to individual school
districts who are being encouraged to organize similar
panels and to repeat this interpretative process at the

Iiiikf leiTel:

Table 1 provides the average scores for the
grade/year 4 populatiottgiven. in percentage figures
of correct scores. The bar graph indicates actual
student performance for each objective which was
deteimined by computing the average percentage of
correct responses to the test items used to measure
that objective. The range of satisfactory performance
set by the panel for each objective is illustrated by a
box. The domain score represents an averaging of all
Objective scores in the domain; no atteept was made
to determine the range of satisfactory performance
for the domain as a whole. .

...,

In the'area of Word Idettalciiion.(Domain-Dra
. Hess was noted with dictionary skills; al parti-

cular:students seemed to experience difficulties with
diacritical markings and the use of guide words.
Aside from this weakness, however, the panel was '-'
satisfied with,the overall performance in the domain
of Word Identification, That is, in general, students
appear to be acquiring a basic vocabulary; they can
use common phonetic skills; they understand parts of
words; they_hppear to be able to determine the mean-

; ingpf.an unknown-word-in a sentence.

Student performance in the other two domains was ,

also deemed satisfactory. The typical student in Bri-
tish Columbia appirently can read and underhand
prose materials at an acceptable level of proficiency:
Overall, students can identify the main idea in a para-
graph; .they can relate important details in a para-
graphith_ey can determine sequence of events; they
can apply logical reasoning skills. In Domain Ill,
children at this level can satisfactorily use such skills
as locating information; understanding signs, road
maps d product labels; and understanding arithme-
tic,pr lads.

The panel cautioned,lowever, that while they were
satisfied with tlrb averagescores of the province, the
results do not nieafeAtt every student is performing
at an acceptable level It was recommended that
schools and individual teachers continue to monitor
the proven of individucl students.

1
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Student Characteristics
A second part of the assessment attempted to define
some student characteristics which might be related
to performance in reading. Although the individual
test booklets were completed anonphously, students
did fill in an information sheet which allowed the
booklets to be analyzed in terms of the following
variables: sex, age, number of schools attended; num-
ber of hours of television watched, period oFresi-
dence :ri Canada, and language background. N

. -

The researchers, however, pointed out that a per-
ceived relationship between performance and a given
characteristic does not imply cause and effeet.'Fof
example, if results-show that students who have
attended a large number of schools score lower than
those who attanded fewer schooli, these do not imply
that the mere transfer froni school to schoOtcauses
student performance to be low.'The loweied per-
formance may be due to conditions other than the
one being examined, or through some cdmbination of
rdated- factors.

----Many-of the' significant differences among various
groups were to be expected. Scores according to sex, .
for Instance, indicated that in almost all skill areas
measured;the performance of girls exceeded that of,
the boys: the only exceptions were in dictionary skills,
and reading signs and road maps. Previous studies
(such as the U.S. National Assessment Program) have
alio shown that girls atthis agelevel do out-perform
boyi in reading skills, although the reasons are not
entirely clear. Likewise, when the papers were

analyzed according to age differences, theesults
showed that younger students (less than 9 years of

. age).6ut-perfornaid older students.(over 9). This
teeming inconsistency may be due to personal and

.4"iducational characteristics of the students: the
younger. group, (approximately 1.7% of the total

' sample) may. be the_chikken.occasionally-ehead-o
their gradelevels, while the over nine students (some
l7.6% of the total) may include those who have. .

learning difficulties and have repeated a grade.

Student perfOrmance decreased consistently with an
increase in the number of schools attend* this find-
ing seems to corroborate the experienceand opinions A
of teachers with 'regard to the negative relationship

. between frequent moves and the quality of student
performance. More than one-half of the'students in
the sample have changed schools ip thefirst 3 grades,
with ovcr one-quarter attending three or more
schools, a statistic which suggests that relatively large
numbers of children in elementary schools require

1D .
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special consideration because of mobility-related
' influences bearing upon them. Dramatic, though

expected, shifts in performance also accompanied
changes in the variables concerned with place of birth
(Canadian/Non- Canadian} and language spoken at
home. Students born in Canada who did not speak
another language before going to school and who -

now speak only English at home showed the-highest
performance, exceeding' significantly in all cases the
average performance in the province. Their'scores'
were closely followed by those of English-speaking
students not born in Canada. Students not born in
Canada, able to speak another language before going

16 ichool;and who speak another language besides
English at home, on the whole, scored significantly
lower than the average for the province; however, the
longer the students have resided in the countryf the
closer their scores were to the provincial average/
Although other factors, such as self-esteem. and socio-
economic variables associated with place of birth and
use of English in the home may also affect reading
performance, it does appear, as might be expected,
that children most familiar with the English len-
-guage and Canadian customs are the most proficient
readers of English. These results do suggest, how-
ever, that thaw students who are new to Canida
and its culture require specialhelp and considera-

. .
hon.

Interestiirg results also came from the data concerning
the relationship between hours of television watched
and performance on the. test. There was generally a
higher level of performance in reading with a
reported increase in television watched up to two
hours per day, then a slow decrease to the four
moredbours per day category; however, at this highest

, level of watching, student performance was still equal
to or higher than performance in the No Television
catego . A .j.arentl , then, the act of watching tele-
vision may not interfere with development of reading
skills, as has been often suggested. This finding may
be due to the increased interests generated by tele-,
vision and subsequent reading, bout these interests,
or, it may come about as aresUlt of a broadened
informational and linguistic basis developed by the
child as a result of watching television. Also, there
may beno direct cause and effect relationship:
children, for example, who have time to watch tele-
vision may also have much time for reading. But
because of the somewhat unexpected pattern, the
relationship between television and skill development

. in reading and other areas of the language arts
deserves further examination.

16

It was noted that over-SO% of the Grade 4 students
reported that they watch three or more hours of tele- -
vision on school days, equal to at least half of the
time they spend in school; only a very small propor-
tion_(about 3%) watch no television. ClearIV, research
should be conducted into the effects of television

° upon students' intellectual and skill development and
into the ways in-which this medium could be best
employed for educational purposes.

In comparing the results of the Reading Assessment
with the teachers' statements of goals and their
methods of teaching (Parts4 and Hof the main.
Report), it was found that teachers appeared to be
meeting their curriculum goals in reading instruction.
The performances of the students, judged as accept-
able by the panel, suggest that there is an effective
programme of instruction at the primary levet% all
but the area of dictionary skills, Even this deficiency
may be a result of the relative newness of this
area in the experience of Grade/Year 4 students/The
fact of adequate performance by the students overall,
hbwever,edoes not mean that all students at this level
in all parts of the province are performing reading
tasks at a satisfactory level. Students experiencing
learning difficulties must continue td be identified

And aided to reach their individual potentials.

Composition: Grade/Year 8 ind 12'
Considerable time was spent in trying to design a test
that would accurately assess basic writing skills from

. _
-a representative and typical sample of ittclents from
grades 8 and 12. The-test-was to be an essay of several
paragraphs' length which would measure five specific
skill areas (ideas, organization, sentence
vocabulary and mechanics); would use an expository
mode that would reveal the students' abilities to
amplify,, explain, and reason; and would use an
identical topie.toallow for comparisons to be drawn
within and between the two groups. After test runs ht
schools in Saanich, Castlegar, Buynaby and Rich
mond, a final paper was set and the method of
administration determined. Random samples,were _

drawn from across the proOince, and a survey book-
let, containing the topic, paper for writing, and an
information sheet, was provided for' each student ^

whose anonymity, however; was preserved..

The compcisiiions were to be written during a 90:
minute period; -which would include the following
activities: explanation (10 minutes), pre-writing dis-
cussion (20 minutes), writing tithe (SO minutes), and
answering the general information section (10

20
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minutes). Teachers were asked to use the Pre-writing
discussion as a means of generating ideas and opin-
ions in a general way rather than attempting to focus
on the specific topic; guidelines and suggestions for
the procedure were presented in the instructions. It
was fell that such time, a normal p.aft of most school
writing assignments, would put the students more at
their ease and allow them to exhibit their typical
skills. The directions for both grade levels were:
"You are to write a composition (a piece of writing
several paragraphs long) in which you tell about the
most interesting or exciting thing that you haveseen,
heard, read, or imagiped in the past few years. You
should give reasons and specific examples that will
help the reader to understand your topic." The
assessment was administered during the week of
January 5-9, 1976, to 1,870 students in 76 English 8
classes and 1,826 students in 74 English 12 classes. ,

-,
During the planning stage, the Survey Team and the
Management Committee developed an instrument

_. which was designed to provide objective results from
the essentially subjective procedure of evaluating a
written essay. Finally, after six major revisions, a
marking checklist was devised to identify the five

. specific writing skills. Each of the major areas in-
cluded one of more central questions requiring a
"yes -no" response, usually as to the skill's effective-
ness or acceptability. Finally, each area listed a num-
ber of problems or sub-skills which might occur in the
essay, to be ticked off as required.

.t, The student compositions were marked by a group, of
35 experienced English teachers, with a varied range
of age, experience, and geographic location, who had
been selected by the-Department of Education. They
met during the week of February 16- 20;1'976, to do
the marking. Before then, they had been supplied
with copies of the Checklist, a summary of 'the
criteria to be applied, and sample student composi-
tions. The session opened with a morning period
spent discussing the Checklist and the criteria,
followed by the marking and discussion of three
sample paperit The actual grading began that after-
noon and went on for three more days. The final day
was spent in discussing the methods used, the Check-

-, list, and the student tapers, and in making recom-
endations for changes.

.. ....T,.,
, r i.,

-Sever leffortii were made to maintain consistency
among niarliers, including sessions devoted to com-
mon markiq single papers, papers which were
duplicated and icycled through the markers in a
random ma ' er, and\constant discussion of stan-mt,

N

dards. A random sub - sample of papers was re-cycled
as a check i marker consistency. The statistical
results were somewhat disappointing in consistency at
the levels of overall evaluation and sub-skill cate-
gories, but results for the thirteen questions in the
five basic areas which required "yes-no" responses
on the parts of the markers were considered, on the
whole, acceptable. Several reasons were advanced for
inconsistencies between papers that were marked
twice, including the complexity of the Checklist, un-
familiarity with its use, difficulties of constant mark-
ing over a long stretch of time, and differences in
individual standards, in addition, of course, to the
essentially subjective nature of marking written work
in general. The Survey Team and the Management
Committee felt, then, that the results for the thirteen
questions would provide a good picture of student
performance in writing at the two grade levels.

Tables 2 and 3 provide the percentages of "yes"
responses to the thirteen basic statements in the five
major areas of composition. (In other words, the bar
graphs indicate the percentage of papers judged to be
acceptable by the respective marking teams.)
"Acceptable" levels of performance were discussed
in depth by the teachers, but were determined by each
individual according to his or her experience at the
grade level at which the paper was being marked.
Levels of "sophistication" were used to identify,
papers which revealed an above-average useof
sentence patterns and vocabulary, including pre-
cision, variation of interest, and effective and unusual
phrasings and word choices; the comparatively low
scores might be expected, although'the improvement
in percentages from Grade 8 to Gride 12 could be
considered encouraging, since students were
apparently learning more thin just basic skills. "Sub- .
stantiation" (in section 2) refers to the usof appro-
priate or convincing examples to support or illustrate
ideas.

Teachers felt, in their subjective comments on the
essays, that the results were generally. what might be
expected at the respective grade levels. In most areas,
at least half and usually more of the students appear-
ed to have mastered basic skills. The fact that over
two-thirds of the papers at both grade levels were
deemed to have a developed argument or thesis seems
encouraging, although the nature of the topic may
have contributed to that high ranking, since it sug-
gested a thesis by asking for a discussion of some-
thing interesting or exciting, (That the area of clear
organizational pattern was rated lower than that of
developed argument also raises questions about the

21: .4
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TABLE 2
1976 ASSESSMENT OF WRITTEN COMPOSITION

Performance of Grade 8 students
as Judged by a Grade 8 Marking Team

Percentage' of Papers meeting
Markers' standards

1. IDEAS .
Essay has a developed argument or thesis. 69%

l 2. ORGANIZATION
Essay shows a clear organizational pattern. 47%

Appropriate substantiation is evident. _ 49%

Individual paragrapfis arc well developed. 38%

3. SENTENCE USAGE
Sentence structure is acceptable. 54%

-Sentences are clear. 48%

5.entencisSe sophisticated. 8%

4. VOCABULARY
Vocabulary Is am eptablo. 75%

Vocabulary is sophisticated. 8%

5. MECHANICS
Spelling is acceptable.

Punctuation is acceptable.

Capitalization is acceptable.

Handwriting Is acceptable.

59%

54%

75Y.

86%

9 29 49 69 89 Ig_o ,

1

1,
L

I,

I

1

...

1

1

1

.

MO

WjE 31976 ASSESSMENT 0 FUTTEN COMPOSITION
Performance of Grade 12 students

as Judged by a Grade U Marking Team
Percentage ' of Papers meeting
Markers' standards
9 29 49 69 . 80 1Q0

A
1. IDEAS

'thesis.Essay has a.developed argument or 80%

2. ORGANIZATION
Essay shows a clear organizational pattern. 65%

Appropriate substantiation is evident. 71%

IticlIvidual paragraphs are well developed. 54%

3. SENTENCE USAGE
Sentence structure is acceptable. 61%.

Sentences are cleat. 73%

Sentences arc sophisticated. 22%
.:

4. VOCABULARY
Vocabulary Is acceptable. 81%

yocabulary is sophisticated.' 21%

S. MECHANICS
Spellatg it acceptable. 69%

Punctuation is acceptable. 61%

' Capitalization is acceptable, 88%

Handwriting is acceptable. 91% ..;

I

.

it

t

o I See Part III of the Main Report for information on the standard
- error and marker consistency associated with these figures
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high incidence of a developed thesis.) The students in
both grades demonstrated acceptable vocabulary (in
75-80% of the papers), as well as acceptable capi-
talization and handwriting (in 75-90% of the papers);

. these achievements suggest that students have
received a good grounding in these basic areas in the
elementary grades, and further that vocabulary
continues to develop throughout the secondary school
years.

.
The Grade 8 results seem especially. promising in that
so many of the students (about half) were able to deal
with an expository topic by maintaining a developed
argument, showing a clear organization and provid-
ing appropriate examples. Since Grade 8 students
might not be expected to exhibit such skills, normally
associated with longer papers, the results appear

.encouraging. FOY this reason, too, the relativelylow
score on developed (ecpository) paragraphs could be'
considered as of little importance at tills level. What
the other scores show is that instruction should focus
on sentences, both in clarity and structure, with spec-
ial attention being paid to fused sentences, subordina-
tion/000rdination, and end punctuation. Expressing
ideas in clear sentences should be the prime objective
of composition at the Grade 8 level. Attention to
spelling instruction might also be stressed,in the
curriculum especially since spelling errors are
clearly obvious to most readers.

Grade 12 papers show the same kinds of strengths
vocabulary, capitalization, handwriting along with
general improvement (even allowing for higher stan-
dards) in most of the other areas. Lack of clarity and
coherence is still the most evident weakness, but here
the problem occurs at the advanced stage of the para-

. graph and the entire essay. Although sentence struc-
ture has apparently improved, problems with fused
sentences and subordination/co-ordination still
remain; punctuation errors, however, have become
mainly internal as the sentences bedome more
complex. Paragraph development is the lowest of the
major skill areas, however, with only slightly more
than half the papers being judged acceptable. The
major problems identified again have to do with
clarity and coherence: transitions and logical
development. Work on spelling could also be con-
tinued, again for the reason mentioned above.

Each group of papers was marked according to stan-
dards for the respective grade level. However, 400 of
the Gnide 8 papers were distributed randomly among
the Grade 12,markers to be evaluated according to

4

4

Grade 12 standards. (No distinction was made be-
tween the two sets of papers.) This procedure, &sides
providing a useful constant, indicated that clearly
different standards are imposed at the two levels,
since the grade 8 marks were consistently lower than
the Grade 12 papers. The results imply that students
continue to meet and even to improve upon those
changing standards throughout their secondary
school years. Indeed over half the Grade 8 papers met
Grade 1 standards of acceptability in the areas of
developed argument, substantiation, and sentence
structure: this ach;evement suggests that students
throughout the middle secondary years may well be
capable of more sophisticated and more intensive
work in composition. The high levels of acceptability
for handwriting and capitalization also confirm that
these skills probably need not be stressed in the secon-
dary grades.

Student Characteristics -

wAi in the reading assessment, scores were analyzed
according to various student characteristics, The
results, however, were far less clear, although the
superiority of females and younger students remained
constant. At the Grade 8 level, females scored higher
than males in all 13 aria' s; the difference in percent

ti "yes" scores between the two groups wad usually
about 10, At the trade,12 level, females scored,
higher in all but three areas: developed argument,
appropriate substantiation and sophisticated vocabu-
lary, And at both grade levels the younger students,
which included the norm for that grade level (8-13 as
against,14-16 for Grade 8;' 14-17 as against 18 and
above at Grade 12), dearly outperformed the older,
students in every area.

.
Al the Grade 8 level there also seemed to be some _

possibility of connection between televition viewing

23.

4

and achievement in writing. Those students who 4 t
reported watching an hour or less of television on a
school night scored higher than those,students who
watched 4 hours or more per night in five areas: dear
sentences, sophisticated sentence.structure, acceptable
vocabulary, sophisticated vocabulary and acceptable
spelling. The results on the other objectivei except
for developed argument and handwriting, followed "

the.same pattern, although the differences were
statistically significant. In any event, there are
apparently some differences' etween a minimum
amount of television viewing (one hour or less) and '
an extreme amount (four hours or more). Perhaps it
should be noted that 36%' of Grade 8 students indi-

19
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cated that they watched four hours or more per

_

night. ,

In Grade 12, the results followed the same general
pattern, except in the areas of developed argument,
capitalization, and handwriting. In general, those
students who indicated that they spent an hour or less
watching television displayed better writing skills
than those who watchedefor four or,more hours,
although in this case the latter group represented only
nine per cent of the sample. For the record, the view-
ing time at the senior grade is considerably less than it
is at the Grade 8 level, with 26% reportingihree or
more hours oEviewing compared to the 61% of
Grade 8 students listing three or more hours per day.

The remainder of the reporting categories produced
only very scatteredignificant differences. For
example, Grade 8 students who had attended fewer
schools were more frequently judged toblave accept-
able capitalization skills than those Cvho had attended
seven or more schools. Likewise, students born in
Canada had clearer sentences than those born else-
where (at both grade levels). With these exceptions,
there were no significant differences according to the
numberof schools attended or to birth in Canada.
Those Grade 8 students from solely Anglophone
homes displayed no difference from those who came
from homes where anotherlanguage is spoken. In

i Ginde I2titudents coming from homes where only
English is spo1cen scored higher in appropriate sub-
stantiation and clear sentences. There were no differ-
ences between those students who read a language
other than French or English, except in the case of
handwriting at the Grade 8 level.

, ., .
Perhaps more surprising was the lack of differences
found among the five variables associated with place
of birth and language spoken, although iitwo of the
groups the sample sizes were so small as to make
meaning ful results impossible to obtain. Further
study of these issues may,beivarranted, but these
results should not be regarded as being meaningful in
either a positive or negative sense that is, that
differences did not show up heri does not necessarily '
Mean that there are no differences. -

Obviously, too, the methods of teaching affect student
performances, but again it is difficult to assign a
clear cause and effect relationship between the two.
The goals of writing preferred by teachers stressing
clarity.and mechanics appear to be being partially
met, at least. The most important gook included

20
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clarity and precision, vocabulary, grammatical writ-
ing, and spelling. The overall performance suggest
that capitalization, handWriting, and vocabulary are
being learned (or, indeed, have been fairly well esta-
blished by Grade 8). Problems of clarity do persist,
however, with half the Grade 8 papers being rated as
having unacceptable sentences; by Grade 12, though,
almost three-quarters of the papers were rated accept-
able in terms of clear sentences. But by this level the
major difficulty has become paragraph development,
a more complex level of coherence.

Section 3 of this report indicated some problems in
the training of teachers, as well as considerable dis-
satisfaction with and non-use of language texts at all
'levels. Additional questions concerning methods of
instruction in composition elicited the following
information: that between 60 and 69% of the teachers
assign from ten to thirty essays per year, of at least
one to two pages or more; that composition is
generally integrated With other elements of the Eng-
lish programme; that rormal grammar instruction is '
not an important and constant concern; and that
techniques of instruction in grades 8,,11 and 12 are
;smelt the same.

Despite the variety of methods apparently used, there
appeared to be some techniques or approaches that
were undervalued. Many composition experts believe
that in order to learn to write well the student must
write regularly; many also content that the writing
should be critically4,commentid upon. While teachers at
both grade levels seem to assign a considerable num-
ber of compositions, more than half the students
write only.one piece every two or three weeks. yet
weekly assignments, even at the Grade 12 level where
emphasis could be placed upon fully-developed para-
graphs, milli pr'wide sufficient practice. However,
if teachers are to increase the amount of writing
practice given their students, they must also (con-
sidering the number of students they meet) be given
sufficient time to mark those assignments. Cettainly,
too, more time should be devdted to pre-writing and
post-writing discussions of student writing, since any
writing assignment, if it is to be meaningful to the
student, must include both considerable preparation
,and subsequent discussion of general strengths and
weaknesses. Such methods might be expected to rank
much higher in frequency. In addition, the process of
writing itself might be more often treated as a skill
complete in itself; formal lessons could be-devoted to

4 "CriticallY" should not be taken to mean "negatively", sinee
bpth positive and negative comments are essential.
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the process and results of composition, without con-
sidering it as an adjunct to reading and/or liteiary
analysis. Given the general performances. n the writ-
ing, formal grammatical instruction (in.the manner of
"prescriptive" grammar lessons and exercises) hardly
seems warranted, although some grammatical or
rhetorical attention shouldprobably be paid to ele-
ments of sentence structure and punctuation at all
grade levels. Otherwise, the variety of methods used
and the number of additional techniques suggested all
indicate that secondary teachers show considerable
concern for the teaching of clear and effective
writing.,

Concluskin. The two assessments show that student
:reading at Grade 4 is generally acceptable to an inter-
pretive panel, and that student writing at Grades 8
and 12 isenerally acceptable to experienced E-tglish
teachers at those levels, although some aspects of the
wilting, especially, may be less satisfactory. While the
results are average results across the province, and
cannot apply to any individual student, they never-
theless present a picture of Okla the students are
doing at those levels and what Steps might be taken to
improve instruction in areas of apparent weakness or
those which may have betwated 'acceptable in this
study but which local groups may still wish to stress.
The assessments are, in fact, tests which should pro-
vide useful guides to curriculum developers at all
levels as well as to teachers themselves as they plan
their individual programmes. In addition it becomes
clear that thireachers, for the most part, are teaching
toward the goals which they perceive as being most
important. Hence any modifications in student per-
formances which may be required by the public

'should also include a full' discussion with teachers in
ordir to agree on appropriate goals:" The results also
suggest several directions for research into variables
affecting student performance, most notably in the
apparent relationship between television viewing and
reading and writing performance. Finally, the writing
assessment initiated the development of a marking
checklist which many teachers have found extremely
usefutand which should be refined not only as an
instrument for mass marking but also for individual
marking to provide students as well as the general
public with useful diagnostic information.

25
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5.
Conclusion
LANGUAGE: B.C. has investigated the provincial
school system's handling of Language Arts and pro-
vided a picture of the strengths and weaknesses of
these critical aspects of provincial learning pro-
grammes: indications of the organization of typical
pr grammes and classes, as well as of fiverage teach-
ing goals and methods at seven of the thirteen grade
levels. In addition, of'course, the study has provided
a diagnostic assessment of the current reading and
writing skills of students at three grade levels across
the province. Student achievement was found to be
generally Satisfactory but some areas of weakness
were also revealed. It becomes evident that teachers,
by and large, have a good idea of their primary objec-
tives and that they incorporate appropriate methods
into their classroom activities to achieve those objec-
tives. It is equally clear that many factors are per-
ceived as inhibiting effective Language Arts/English
programmes, among them, class size and pupil load,
teacher training; and background, lack of time for
preparation and individual instruction, inadequate
texts and materials. Certainly, resources financial
and pr.dessional should be allocated, or re-allo-
cated, to resolve some of these major problems.

Specifically, each of the sixteen chapters of the main
Report contains a series of suggestions and recom-
mendations designed to indicate ways in which exist-
ing practices might be modified in order that desired
learning outcomes might be achieved more efficiently
and effectively. These recommendations, over a hun-
dred of them, are summarized in Section 6 of this
report. Directed towarciall segments of the educa=
tional community including local and provincial
curriculum and programme developers, classroom
teachers, planners of university and inservice train-
ing, trustees, and the lay public these recom .

mendations range from general suggestions, such'as
Continuing discussions between various groups to
determine appropriate goals for student achievement,
to specific methods of changing classroom activities,
such as the regularization of observation checklists in
Kindergarten or the assignment of more written corn-
positions at the secondary level. Among the important
recommendations common to Several chapters were
the needs to investigate the influences of large class
Size, to provide sufficient academic bases fornew
teachers (including extensive work, especially, in
reading and writing skills instruction), to incorporate
more formal work in oral communication (speaking
and listening skills) into the curriculum, aid to revise
provincial eurrieulum guides so as to make them
more useful tools for teachers. In addition, the



recommendations suggest ways in which the total
Report itself should be made available to the profes-
sion and the public in order both to provide further
information and to stimulate discussion.

The study also provides information that carries
beyond the schools themselves. Most evident is the
need for teacher training institutions to constantly
re-evaluate their programmes to ensure that future
teachers are receiving thebackground knowledge
academic, theoretical, and practical that will be
most useful and important to them in the field. The
need for continuing education is apparent as well:
continuingivorkshops and, perhaps most important,
the continuing interchange of ideas between educa-
tors at all levels and between the'profession and the
public. The data of the survey, and the questions it
raises, also offer opportunities for further research in bl
many areas of the Language Arts, research that will
lead to further modifications in th^ educative process.
Finally, as a pilot study, LANGUAaJE: B.C. has
demonstrated the possibilities of a largo-scale assess-
ment programme: the development of questionnaires,

- the assessment of achievement, the interpretation of
results, the writing of the reports, and the constant
interchange between teachers at all levels and the
public have provided insight into the nataire of pro-
ducing such a survey; those experiences should make
the designing and administering of future projects
easier and more effective.

these achievements, then, LANGUAGE: B.C. has
fulfilled its major functions.. But it remains only a
beginning. Itsdata must be used, its information
pissed on, its recommendations implemented. In
these ways, and 'through the co-operation of
educators, students, and public all teachers and
learners can the educathinal system be modified
and improved.

;
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0.
Siminimary of
Eteconimendaiions
The authors of the main Report made over 110
recommendations of both specific and general natures
in the "Interprbtations and Implications" sections of
the respective chapters. These recommendations are
summarized below in point form according to various
category groupings; the figures in pa :entheses ilSdi-
cate the location of the recommendr.ion (part and
chapter number) in the main Report where further
discussion and elabbradon can be found.

Curriculum Guides. Because teachers expressed dis-
satisfaction with the usefulnessof the present provin-
cial curriculum guides, but also indicated their
possible importance as a tool for aiding instruction,
the Report includes recommendation's that future
revision committees; .

include in future guides the learningOutcomesin
each of the six areas of theitiady which were
identified and'regarded favorably by, teachers and
trustees; ' 4.

consider that these objectives be ranked according
to levels of importance at each grade level (I.7);
irkclude more information on the content and in-
tended use of prescribed texts.(11.7);" ,
provide more specific in formationind directionin
methodology in the areas of elethentariliterature
(11.5), oral communication (114, and written
language (11.4), and secondary Enflishieipecialli.,
at the Grade 8 level (1I;7); ;-

emphasize the development from simple skills of
speaking and listiningtoihe more complex ones in
oral communication (1.6);
develop specific programmes for Kindergarten and
Oral Communication instruction within the con-
text of theLanguage Arts prograinme (1.2, 11.2, t
1.6, 11.6);
emphasize, in literature programmes; the develop-
ment of related oral expressive activities (1.5).

Local Administration and Organization. Recognizing
that many of the difficulties perceived by teachers
derive from the actual organization' of the English/
Language Arts programmes, authors of the Report
urge schools and districts to:

provide adequate space, equipment, and materials
for Kindergarten teaching so as to allow for child-
ren to have involvement with their environment
and with concrete materials (11.2);

.investigate the problems and needsjof ;`mature"
children for whom less than a full year of Kinder -,
gartea is sufficient (II.2);

--..develop:a0proxiate "transition experiences" in
terms of classroat organization eat the upper
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`elementary level to prepare students for the secon-
dary school eiperienee (I1.1);
continue to, upgrade library service by ensuring

,*- that libraries are available to all students, that they
". be made attractive and stimulating places for stu-,
it,' dents to be in, and that more, fully-trained librar-

- inns be employed Wit
pay continuing and increased attention to the long-
standing problems which teachers see as inhibiting
the effectiieness of their Language Arts-pro-
grammes: excessive class size.; lack of time for

$ preparation, marking, and individualized instruc-
tion;tion; inadequate orinappropriate teacher educa
ticin and texts; and lack of public and/or admini-
ltrative support (11,1);
enure that only teachers with appropriate training

sand experience be hired, especially'in the areas of
Kindergarten (I1.2) and reading instruction (all);
see that Grade 8 teachers whose main specialty is
not English not be assigned to English clikses

111.2)(

LOCI, Currirnjunt Development. Realizing the impor-
tance of goals, performance !eve* and curricula
being designed, to meet local needs, the authors of the
Report suggest that local schools and districts:

attempt-to incorporate specific Kindergarten
programmes as fully, as possible into the school
system (11,2);
attempt to develop simple, basic, objective-refer-
enced practice materials, as well as manipulative or
non-text materials;
tale the initiative in developing local curricula by
encouraging staffs to discuss year-by-year and
group-by-group expectations, so. that appropriate
performance levels can be established fie student
achievement-(111.1 and throughout).

Provincial Programme Devilopment.-)sloting the
responsibilities of the Department of Education to
provide general guidelines and information, the
authors uric the Department to:

review texts on a regniar basis to deqtifY unsuc-
cessful or inappropriate books so as to use texts
and the Rinds allocated for texts most efficiently
(11.5,11.7);
fiveimmediate attention to the provision of good
texts dealing with written and oral language at-ntl
levels (1(.6, 11.7, 111.2, and throughout);
continue to develop an assessment programme by
developing a ba ,k of test items to assess objectives
so that curriculum changes can focus on the
specific weaknesses at each grade level (III);

a.

11.

a

a
continue to refine the Marking Checklist!as a tool
for both mass and individual diagnaAiyevaliiation
of written composition (II1.2). .

*".

Classroom Activities (Eienientary). Aithough,the
Report suggests that elementary teachers are generally
teaching toward the objectives to which they have
given priority, the authors also encourage teachereto*cointo'rtexamine their goals -and methods..,
Specifically eachers are urged to:

investigate information regarding the importance
of higher level thinking activities in reading, and.
consider the possible dangers of over-emphasis on
phonies instruction (1.3);
take Opportunities td learn more about methods of
teaching complex skills ofwriting (1.4) aftd oral
communication (1.6);

' exaMine.theltserature programmes tb ensure that
, prime objecli (developinga love of literature, a
proficiency,in reading, an ability to mike wise
choices frordamong available books) are tieing
met, tha.

a
their own perceptions as to what con-

stitutes valid formof response1,6 literature are '
broad enough, and at they liave sufficient
information about rd identification skills (1.3,
13) . . . /
plan skill and conpeiit deyejopment in reading sal
as to provide foram' appropriate sequence and
degree of leirnihg (111.1);

,

explore:and upend the range of reading materials
"Available, perhaps by supplementing basal readers 4
with "class libraries, by preparing non-consumable
materials, by encouraging greater,libniry use, and
by attempting to obtain paperback -books (11.3);
work to lessen the effecti of permaneht achieve-
ment groupings by, iftciming the the of other
organizational strategies (11.3);
work to improve their questioning techniques in
order to help students locate and understand con-
tent materials, especially in the icieigxs and social
sciences (11.3);
ensure that they are providing students with the
opportunities to sham the experiences of books
and to hear books' read aloud regularly (11.5);
evaluate and become familiar with oral skills
instruction so that it can become a clear part of the
total language programme (1regularize

observation checkli qacommodate
40.6);

the effective goals of the Killer' and the
cognitive goals which are pr', isite for success
in Grade I (11.2);.
give special attention as necessary to tudents who
conic from a non-English speaking ba ground
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and to those whose families are highly mobile,
many of whom may need special materials and
instruction (111.1).

Claesroom Activitiesi(Setondary). It was noted that
. secondary teachers have clear priorities and methods
which generally suited thek4t4dents':needs. How-
ever, they are also encouragedto:

; put greater stress upon a student's creative in-
volvement in literature the writing and speaking
of poetry and drama and upon critical analysis
and historical background investigation as ways of
increasing enjoyment (1.7);
make more and regular written assignments at all
levels, providing that they be given more time to
correct them (111.2);
focus on weaknesses identified at the grade levels
tested: sentence clarity and development, xnd
punctuation at grade 8, sentence structure and
paragraph development at grade 12 (10.2);
attempt to Increase opportunities for students to
attend live performances of literary events (II.7);
devote more emphasis to writing and rhetoric as
a unique subject of instruction (111.2);
devote more emphasis to nop-fiction, mai work,
and reading skills instruction (11.7);
devote more timtin the teaching of composition
to pre-writing discussions and post-writing instruc-
tional sessions, and to explore methods of using
the massive,television experience of students
(111.2);
give special attention as necessary to students in
the sub-categorievidentified in Section 4 of this
report (i.e. those from a non-English speaking
background) who may need special materials and
instruction (111.2);
stress literature as a means of broadening the
student's experienc0 .7);
stress the quality and originality of ideas in dom-
position,as well as the mechanics and correctness
of expression (1.7).

thsiversity Preparation. Since teachers expressed un-
happiness with their professional training, Universi-
ties are encouraged to:

ensure that teachers have approiriate academic
backgrounds (MI), as well as necesf ary training in
oral copmiunication (1.6, 11.6); reaumg, listening,
and speaking skills instruction at the secondary
level (11.7); keading, writing, and literature at the
elementary level (11.3, 11.4, 11.5, 11.7); children's
literature (11.5); and Kindergarten (11.2);-
ensure that the Kindergarten teacher either be

nowledgeabl about processes of diagnosing and
correcting learning problem; or that adequate
supporting services be available (11.2); ,

constantly examine reading programmes to ensure
that fixture teachers are trained in bo6., the theory
and practice of developmentat reading (111.1);

ensure that secondary teacher education emphasize
the importance of literature as language to be
heard and spoken as well as read (1.7);
explore ways-of increasing the internship com-
ponent of pre-service training (11.5),

In-Serv1ce. Recognizing the need for continuing
, . education and development of the profession, the

authors suggest:
that professional organizations bi encouraged to
make more efforts to increase membership and to
develop workshops as more effective ways of dis-.
seminating professional and academic information
(11.1);
that school boards provide and schedule in-service

. opportunities as a required part of the professional
development of Kindergarten teachers (11.2);
that administrators ensure that teachers apd
teachers' aides have sdfficient pre-serviceand in-
service training in composition, rhetoric, and
linguistics (111.2);
that teachers become involved. n a continuing dia-
logue about written language (11.4) and reading
innovations (I11.1) which would make use of local
opinion so as to formulate agreed sets of expecta-
tions about student performance by drawing upon
the experience of ail those concerned with the
education of children (11,4);
that resource centres-containing new materials and
sources for developing written language skills be
made available (I1.4), while e low use of
B.C.T.F. lesson aids isting district educa-
tional centres be inv 'gated in an attempt to find
ways of increasing eir use and usefulness (11.5).

Research and,IlDevelopm ent. The Report raises many
questions; quiring further in-depth study; amongi
them, fife authors recommend for immediate
attention:

,/- 4-the development of procedures and materials to
emphasize the application of oral communication
skills (I1.6);
the development of local professional programmes
to clarify and suggest objectives:and to formulate
appropriate instructional practices and assessment

0. procedures (111.1);
continued research concerning the effects of the
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various student characteristics, such as language-
background and television viewing habits, on read-
ing and writing performance (III); .

continued analysis of the Report itself which could
yield i'aitha information (III).

Distribution of Infonnadon. Finally, the authors
noted thatNeveral difficulties seem to arisfrom lack
of commuthcalion among teachers themselves and
among all dements of the educational community,

. including students and public; hence the Report
suggests:

that many detailed sect ions of the Report,
especially those concerning instructional practices,
goals and text information, be made available for
professional and public use;
that trustees and the lay public be-given compre-
hensivg information on oral communication skills
(1.6), the objectives of reading programmes (1.3),
and the importance' nd validity of the study of
literature,(13), so as to make clear thereasons why
these areas and their more complex skills should be
elnphasized lu addition to basic skills instruction;
thameachers be assured that they appear, in
general, to have developed a logical and consistent

. relationship between desired learning outcomes
and the methods and procedures to meet them

and throughout), although the priorities of .

sons goals should be constantly re-examined; .

that the relevant information concerning student
variables and their effects on reading (111.1) and
the diagnostic assessment of student writing
(111.2) be made availible to teachers and the public
so that further development of goal( and objec-
tives for language skills can be made;
that such diagnostic assessment take place' n a
regular.basis (III);
and that the Report and its data be made available
for continued and more detailed research.

4
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!--0 Appendix A
Guide-to the
LANGUAGE: B.C.

MEV

Main Report
The following abbreviated Tables of Contents to the

major parts of the LANGUAGE: B.C. Report
arrprovided as a means of facilitating the reader's
search for more specific information..

Part 1. Goals
Introduction
1. General Goals
2. Kindergarten

Interpretations and Implications
3. Reading

Interpraatigns and Implications
4. Written Language

Interpretations and Implications
5. Literature

Interpretations and Implications
6. Oral Communications

Interpretations and Implications
7. Secondary

Interpretations and Implications

Part 11: Instructional Practices

Introduction
1. General Background :

Interpretations and Implications
2. .Kindergarten .

Interpretations and Implications
3. Reading

Interpretations andImplications
4, Written Language

interpretations and Implications
5. Literature

Evaluations of 'Grade 7 Texts
Interpretation and Implications

6. Oral Communications
Ihterpretations and Implications

7. Secondary
Evaluation of Prescribed Texts
Interpretations and Implications

26'.

Part III. Test Results: Reading (Year/Grade 4) and
Writing (Year/Grade 8 and 12)

Preface
1. Reading

Resulti and Interpretive Comments
Performance by Student Characteristics
Summary and Conclusions
Interpretations and Implications

2. Composition
. Assessment Procedures and Problems

Overall Results
Performance by Student Characteristics
Teacher Methods, Materials, and Backgrounds
Summary and Conclusions
Implications and Recommendations

Note: The individual chapters in Parts I and II are
each preceded by abstracts prepared by-the
authors. The "Interpretations and Implica-
tions" sections contain the major recom-
mendationiphich derive from preceding
discusskitis,1

.4r-
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Appendix
Contributors to
LANGUAGE: B.C.

'Survey Teism
All from the University of Victoria, the Survey Team
devised the Questionnaires and Tests, interpretcd the
data, and wrote the - chapters of the Report as
indicated.

Dr. Peter Evanechko (Chairman), Faculty of
Eduction

(General Introduction, Oral COmmunication,
Reading Assessment)

Dr. Robert Armstrong, Fadulty of Education
(Written Language)

Dr. Jean Dey,, Faculty of Education
(Kindergarten)

Dr. Terry Johnson, Faculty of Education
(Literature)

Dr. Kerry Quoit, Faculty of Eilbcation
MO

Dr. Nelson mith, Department of English
(Secondary, Writing Assessment, Summary
Report)

Assistance was also-provided by Dr, Richard H.J,
Monk and Dr. W. John.Harker of the Faculty of
Education.

C

f.
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Management
Committee
The Management Committee advised, commented
on, and gave final approval to the questionnaires,
tests, procedures, and various drafts of the Report,

Mr. Robert Aitken, Alpha Secondary School,
Burnaby

Mrs. Olga M. Bowes, Department of EduCation

Dr. JeanDey, Faculty of Education, University of
Victoria,

Dr. Peter Evanechko, Faculty of Educttion,
University of Victoria

Mr. J. Alek Holm, Consultant, Depaitment of
Education

Mr. Wesley Knapp, B.C. Teachers Federation, Pro-.
fes.lional Deveiopment Divisidn

Miss Theresa Kratzer, Queen Mary Elementary,
North Vancouver

Mrs. Viviane McClelland, Consultant, Richmond
School District

Mr. John McNicar, Delview Junior Secondary, Delta
Dr. Jerry Musa() (Chairman), Department of

Education
Mrs. Doreen Radcliff, Co-ordinator, Primary and

Pre-School, Victoria SChool District
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Teehnitea °-

Advisory
Comikittee
The Technical Advisory Committee, which prepared
an assessment planning booklet for the Department
of Educationeadvised the Survey Team in the early
stages of the assessment and also provided statistical
advice in the later stages of the pilot study.

Dr. Todd Rogers (Chairman), Faculty of Editcatio'n,
University. of British Columbia

Dr. Walter Muir, Faiithy.of Education, University
of Victoria

Dr. Robert F. Conroy, Faculty of Education, Uni-
versity of British Columbia

De Marvin F. Wideen, Faculty of Education, Simon
Fraser University

Dr. Jerry Mussio, Department of Education

28
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Joint Committee
on Evaluation
This committeelVas formed in July 1974 for the pur-
pose of hdvising the Department of Education on the
development of a long-range provincial assessment
plan.

Mn i. Dorthy Behnke, B.C. School Trustees'
Association

Mrs. Olga M. Bowes, Department of Education
(Recorder)*

.Mr. John Church, B.C. Teachers Federation*.

Prof. Frank Cunningham, Simon Fraser University*
Mrs. Judith Doyle, B.C: Teachers' Federation
Mrs. Ann Edworthy, B.C. School Trustees'

Association*
.. Ms. Heidi Garnett, B.C. Teachers' Federation'

Ms. Dorothy Glass, B.C. Teachers' Federation*
Mrs. Redina Hamilton, B.C. School Trustees'

Association*

Mr. Joe Harrison, B.C.Teachers' Federiftion*
Mrs, Randi Hawkes, B.C. Teachers' Federation'
Mr. J. Alex Holm, Department of Education*
Mr. J. Terry McBurhey, Department of Education'
Dr. Graham Mallets, B.C.-Teachers' Federation
Dr. Jerry Mussio (Chairman), Department of

Education
Mr. Alan Niclsolls, B.C. School Trustees'

Association*

Mr. David Rivers, B.C'. School Trustees!
Association*

Dr, Todd Rogers, University of Britisholumbia
Dr. George Smith, Department of Education

Dr.,Marsha Trew, B.C. School Trustees' Association

Mr. Douglas Weicker, School District Superiii-
. tendents' Association*

* member of the 1976 committee

114
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Review Panel
The Language Ass essment Review Pknel acted as an
independent group to criticize and review reports
pkepared tti)rthe Survey Team. Theii participation;
however, was concerned with matters of clarity in the
drafts and does not imply endorsement of content.

Dr. N. Mary Ashworth, Faculty of Education,
University of British Columbia

Mr. Donn M. Bardeau, Reading Co-ordinator,
Vancouver

Mrs. Betty G. Clark, School Botird Member,
-Burnaby

Mrs. D. Elan, School Board Member, West
Vancouver

. .

Mr. Norman Haug, Lynnmour Elementary School,
North Vancouver

Mr. Laurie Joseph, Nicholson Elementary School,
Golden

Mr. Alan Legg, Rosedale Junior Secondary School,
Chilliwack .

Dr. John McGechaen, Faculty of; Education,
`University of,British Columbia

Dr. Clifford Pennock, Faculty of Education,*
University of British Coltimbia

O

Interpretive
Panel
The Interpretive Panel served to establish levels of
acceptable performance for the Reading Assessment:

Miss Susan Bristow, Clemitson Elementary School,
Kamloops

Mrs. Jean Ferguson, Coldstream Elementary School,
Vernon

Mrs. Marjorie A. Fulton, Primary Consultant ,'
Vernon

Mrs. Donna Greenstreet, MundX Road Elementriry
School, Coquitlam

Mrs. Cheryl Hearn, Parkcrest Elementary School,
Kamloops

Mr. Alex Holm, Consultant, Department of
Education.

Mrs. Jean Lukas, Parent, Kamloops
Dr. Jerry Mussio, Acting Director, Learning Assess-

ment$ Department of Education

Mrs. Bernice A. Pasin, Lakeview Heights Elemen-
tary Schools Kelowna .

Mr. Ray Silver, Glen Elementary School, Coquitlam

Mr. James W. Smith, Spences Bridge Elementary
School, South.Cariboo

Dr. Tory Westermark, Faculty of Educa tion,
University of British Columbia
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Marking Team
. .

The Marking Team scored the results of the Writing
Assessment and evaluated the experience and the
Marking Checklist.

Grade '8 a
Teachers from Elementary and Junior Secondary
Schools .

Mr. -John McVicar (Chairman), Delta

Mrs. Loma Brown, Prince George

Miss Anne Clemens, Coquitlam

Mrs. Elaine Clemons, Vancouver

Mr. Gerald A. Hoh, Surrey
'Mr. Gary E. Jacobi, Victoria
*Mr. Peter MacDonald; Nanaimo

Mr. Bernard J. McCabe, Maple Ridge

D.M. McIntyre, Richmond
Helen Matthews, Vancouver

I Z4.:;h4s. Alice B. Njaa, Bumaby

'Mr. James D. 'Connell, Victoria

Mr. David ?hillips, Terrace

Mr. Roy Ritchie,,i,Burnaby

Mr. Charles Ryan; North Vancouver

Mr. John Wensveen, Delta
Miss Jamesetta Work, New Westminster

m

.4

1 .

'3, '

Grade 12

Teachers from Senior Secondary Schools

Mr. Robert Aitkes(Chairman), Burnaby
Mr. Jamie Bertie, Victoria
Mr. Howard Cross, North Vancouver

Mr. Warren Darner, Kamloops ,

Mr. Donald DashwoodJones, West Vantouver
Mr. Ward H. Eby, Coquitlam
Mr. Barre J. Eyre; Peace River North

Mr. Mike Green, Richmond
Mr. Johnllaimoh, New Westminster
Mr. Jim Henderson, North Vancouver

Mr. Bruce Hunter, Nelson

Rolland Jones, Victoria

Ms. Joyanne Landeii, Abbotsford
Ms. Iris McIntyre, Burnaby

Mr. Robert M. Overgaard, Victoria
Mr. Frank Shepherd, Department of Education

Mrs. Nancy Tindall, Terrace

Mrs. Heather Van Holderbeke, Prince George

a Mr, Jim Wright, North VancOpvii
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Appendix C AMP

Timetable for
LANGUAGE: B.C. 4

Background research for .

, Questionnaire
,' Designing ofQuestionnaires

Pilot Studies in Sooke
Revision of Questionnaires
Distribution of Questionnaires
Designing of Assestment

Surveys
Pteparation of Part 1 of

Report
Not Studies of Tests
Revision and submission of

Part 1
Revision of Assessments

'Printing and Distribution of
' Reading Assessment
Printing and Distribution of

Writing Assessment
Reading Assessment in

Schools
Writing Assessment in

ti Schools
Preparation of Part 11
Marking of Compositions

(Vancouver Marking Team)
Evaluation of Reading Results

(Kamloops Panel)
Revision and Submission of

Part 11
Preparation of Part 111
Revision and submission of

Part 111
Preparation of Sminnary

Report
Revision and submission of

Summary Report
. Publication of Reports

1974 September-
September - December

1975 January
February - March

,May - June
.

September - November

September - November
November

December
November

December
..

. December

1976 . January
e

,
.

January
i February - April

'February

Mai?

May - June
May- June

June - Augiist

July - August

August
October

.15
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Appendix D
RESULTS OF GRADE/YEAR 4 READING ASSESSMENT

Ranges of Acceptable Performance as defined by panel

. Range of-
. Acceptable

Average Score Perforinail0 ask.'
(Ws Correct) Defined` by Panel

DOMAIN I - WORD IDENTIFICATION 73.0
Objective

1.1 .Recognizing high frequency words 98.5
1.2 Using Phonics skills (e.g. words that rhyme,

vowel sounds) 74.6
1.3 Using structural analysis (e.g. prefixes, suf-

fixes, root words, and compound words) 61.0
1.4 Using context to determine meaning of a i

'wordlui a fentence . 74.1
1.5 Using a dictionary (i.g. knowledge of

KMAIN 2 COMPREHENSION OF PROSEt ---

'alphabetical order, guide words) 56.9
i

MATERIALS 69.0.
... Objective

. 2.1 Ide tifying main idea in a paragraph 72.8
. 2.2 .IdentifyAg important details 73.9

2.3 Determining sequence of events 67.1
2.4 Applying logical reasoning skills 70.2
2.5 Determining the purpose for reading a

'passage ...
1 6.12

DOMAIN 3 -. COMPREHENSION OF
FUNCTIONAL MATERIALS 70.8

Objective
. 3.1 Locating information (e.g. using tables of

contents) . 71.5
3.2 Understanding signs 81.5
3.3 Understanding road maps 59.8 .

3.4 Undersiandingproduct labels . 75.9
3.5 Understanding arithmetic story problems 65.5

32
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36

80-10

60-79 .

1
.

1 60-76

59-77

59-76

.

,

61-78
61-78

. 62-80
56-76

56-76

..
69-86
7490
55-73
64-80
62-78


